Dear Dealer,

the instrument panels “RXV-SXV Enduro-Supermotard 450-550 2006-2007” incorporate an inhibit feature that blacks out certain screens (rpm, etc..) Some customers who inadvertently activated this function believed that their instrument panel was malfunctioning. Outlined below is the procedure to restore all screens to normal operating conditions.

Set the ignition switch to On.
Press SCROLL from the ODO screen.
When the letters WS appear in the bottom right corner of the LCD, switch the high-beam on and off 5 times while keeping the button depressed during the whole procedure. This will activate any blacked out screens. If no screens had been blacked out before the procedure, they will be blacked out now.
When this is the case, repeat the procedure to activate all screens.

Best regards

Piaggio S.p.A.
Aprilia Brand